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listening to children
PLAYLISTENING

Growing Closer to Your
Child Through Laughter

Children love to laugh. The more they can laugh, the livelier they become. They 

delight in themselves and their partners in play. Children feel safe and 

understood when adults relax, get close and let free play and laughter begin. 

Drawing out our children’s laughter is great for us, too. Their full-bodied giggles 

are one of the real joys of parenting. Our lives often go better when we pursue 

the simple pleasures of giving horsie rides, playing chase, and catching our 

leaping children as they fling themselves from the back of the sofa into our 

arms.

There is a particular way of playing with children that can provide great fun 

and, at the same time, help them resolve some of their hesitancies, fears and 

worries. It is child-guided play, in which you take a role that builds your child’s 

confidence and resilience through laughter. The point of this play is to make 

a!ectionate, lively contact with your child, with your guarantee that her pride 

won’t be dashed. I call it Playlistening.

To your child, Playlistening looks and feels like play of the most wonderful kind! 

Your role is to give your child the upper hand, allowing her to be safely in 

charge, while you maintain moment-tomoment awareness of her initiatives and 

her responses. You look for ways to play that let her laugh extensively, without 

changing the content of the play she has chosen. In our competitive society, 

play often turns into a contest to determine who is “better.” Playlistening is a 

time when the adult ensures that any contest will be lively, and will be won by 

the superior strength and cleverness of the child. Although we and our children 

intuitively set up play that includes laughter now and again in our daily lives, 

understanding this kind of play and how to initiate it can bring a lighter touch 

to our parenting, and help our children feel thoroughly loved. It’s a tool we can
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Playfully Take the
Less Powerful Role

Playlistening begins any time you allow your child to take the powerful role in 

play, casting yourself in the role of the smaller, slower, less competent one. Your 

child is clever, and you are dim-witted. Your child is strong, and you are weak. 

Your child is graceful, and you are clumsy. Your child is bold, and you are shy. 

The idea is not to try to act childishly, but to lightheartedly adopt a less 

competent role. You’re not trying to fool anyone about your real capabilities. 

You’re not giving up your parental responsibilities. You’re o!ering your child a bit 

of relief from the rigors of childhood, which include being smaller, weaker, less 

respected, less skilled, and less free to determine how life goes. The laughter 

that results when your child finds herself more powerful than you will release 

significant tensions. It will also bring you both closer.

For example, perhaps a child wants Daddy to push her on the swings at the 

park. Daddy pushes her from the front, so he can shower her with a!ection and 

approval. In response to his extra warmth, she shoves him with her foot as he 

pushes. Daddy, putting aside his usual composure, jumps in mock surprise and 

fear. She laughs heartily. Now, every time he leans toward her, she gives a little 

shove, and poor befuddled Daddy yelps and jumps away; “Hey! What in the 

world was that? Did I feel something?” He asks her innocently “Did your foot 

touch my tummy?” She laughs and pretends to know nothing, so he says “Well, 

I’m just going to swing you and love you!” He greets her warmly again and 

again, and she laughs heartily as she plays at fending o! his a!ection with little 

shoves that “scare” and “confuse” him.
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use to grow closer to our children, help them resolve the issues that concern 

them, and build their self-assurance.



This playful role reversal puts the child in charge of the relationship, and lets her 

determine how the play goes. In the example above, all the father did to get 

things started was to show more warmth than usual, and to take the less 

powerful role when his child responded. We can only guess what issues children 

are working through in their laughter. Perhaps this child was dissolving some of 

her embarrassment about receiving a!ection. Perhaps she was laughing as the 

tension of having a usually serious, overworked Daddy was melting away. We 

do know that when children direct Playlistening, they soon focus the play to suit 

their own agendas. Often, they will shift the play toward specific tensions they 

hope to release.

For instance, from this play on the swing, the child in the park might start to 

make loud noises at Daddy, who obligingly startles in exaggerated fear. She 

laughs and scares him over and over. Then, she hops o! the swing and runs 

toward him, tackling him to the ground in her most daring move yet. She giggles 

happily as he tries to crawl away, calling feebly for help. She pushes him to the 

ground many times with great laughter and energy, growing bolder physically 

and verbally. Pretty soon, she’s telling him “If you don’t do what I say, I’m going 

to lock you out of our room!” in the exact words and tone her big brother uses 

when he is upset with her at home. She has raised a specific issue: how to 

handle this threat from her brother. If Daddy responds by playfully protesting, 

perhaps pounding his fists on the grass and saying “Don’t do that to me!” or 

a!ectionately boxing her tummy, protesting “No way! I won’t let you lock me 

out!” she can laugh extensively She is reenacting the power struggle she has 

lost so many times before, and is gaining real confidence as she “wins” in play.

As Playlistening Continues,
Specific Issues May Unfold
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Laughter Heals
Children’s Tensions

The healing power of Playlistening lies in the laughter the child does. 

Embarrassment, light fears and timidities dissolve. A playtime full of laughter fills 

a child with hope. It creates a strong sense of closeness and understanding 

between children and the adults who play with them. Children can continue 

laughing and elaborating on issues for an hour or more, if an adult is willing. 

Both general and specific tensions a child carries are addressed in the play and 

relieved through laughter. You won’t always understand what tensions your 

child is undoing as she plays, but you will see positive changes in her afterward. 

For instance: A six-year-old I know was very reluctant to write or learn the 

alphabet. He seemed to want nothing to do with pre-reading skills. He felt 

badly about himself when forced to write, as his skills were not up to par. He was 

in a playgroup in which there were several adults who would playlisten as much 

as the children wanted. It was always his choice to roughhouse and chase, 

jumping on the adults and “getting” them, then laughing intensely as they tried 

to “get” him back. The play was fast and vigorous, and he was at his most 

creative as he invented surprise captures and daring getaways.

After a long period of nonstop action with lots of wrestling and laughter, he 

would relax, catch his breath and get a drink. Then he would ask his adult 

buddy to go to the blackboard, where he would (without prompting) 

concentrate on mastering the alphabet. After these playtimes, both his 

attention span and his tolerance for his own mistakes were great. We didn’t 

know what the issues were that he was working through, but he certainly knew 

how to direct the play to overcome his fears, and to use his newfound 

confidence to tackle an important challenge.
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Children Hunger
for Playlistening

Once you see the delight and vigor with which children engage in Playlistening, 

you begin to get a sense of their hunger for this kind of attention from adults. 

Children make immediate use of play that lets them laugh away the tensions 

they collect as small people in a large and fast-paced world. They treasure the 

adults who will romp with them, follow their lead, and let them laugh.

How to
Begin

To begin Playlistening, simply notice what lets your child laugh, and do more of 

it. You might, like the father swinging his daughter, begin by being playfully 

warm. Pick up on your child’s cues, finding some pretext that will let you 

a!ectionately assume the less powerful role. For example, in a game of 

hide-and-seek, instead of being an adept finder, you could tromp around 

loudly, get closer, and finally grope all over your child’s feet without seeing her. 

Or if she wants to play a board game, when your roll of the dice is 

disappointing, you could moan and tug on her arm, begging her to let you roll 

again. None of your work associates are likely to walk through the door as you 

play, so you are free to experiment with being undignified. Your child will love 

your growing ability to bumble and beg.

Opportunities to playlisten are frequent. Any giggle opens the door. At my day 

care center one day, a caregiver was having a good time singing with the 

toddlers. She got up and crossed the room to open the window, tripping slightly 

on a crease in the carpet. She heard a few giggles behind her, and took her cue 

from eight little people deeply interested in the art of walking and running. She 

turned in mock indignation, saying lightly “Who’s that laughing at me? I can 

walk just fine! Watch me!” They watched in delight as she crossed the room and 
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Basic Guidelines
for Playlistening

As you experiment, you will find ways to make Playlistening your own tool. Here 

are a few general guidelines that may help you elicit healing laughter from your 

child without dominating the play.

•  Make physical contact. Be actively a!ectionate.

There’s nothing quite as reassuring to a child as the feel of a person who loves 

her. Most of the contact we make with children is gentle or practical in nature: 

combing their hair, buttoning their shirts, kissing them goodbye on the cheek. 

When a loving parent a!ectionately and actively pursues his child, lots of 

laughter often breaks out. Nuzzling, enthusiastic cuddling, rolling together on 

the floor, romping and wrestling all are great fun for children.

A word needs to be said about safety, though. A child feels safe with physical 

play if the adult seeking contact is aware of the child’s wishes at all times. 

Children will run away and love to be caught and hugged again and again, 

but only if the adult is playing flexibly, and not trying to fill some pre-set need 

for love or approval from the child. As soon as the play turns into an earnest 

contest to see who can control what the child does, she will stop feeling safe. 

Indeed, it won’t really be play anymore.

•  Be sure not to overwhelm or overpower your child.

Your goal is to keep your child feeling delighted and triumphant. It is 

marvelous to see her this way! To strike the right balance between challenge 

and success, the adult must be sensitive to nuances of the child’s response, 

on a second-by-second basis. If you are being too forceful, a child will laugh 

frantically or screech. Try not to push a child to this panicky edge of her fears. 

tripped again. Lots of laughter this time. “Oh dear! Well, I guess I have to try 

again. Here I go.” She tripped many more times, trying with great exaggeration 

to walk gracefully, which elicited a steady ripple of laughter. Eventually, several 

of the toddlers began running across the room, falling on their tummies and 

giggling, delighted with themselves and their friends. At last, they weren’t the 

only ones having trouble walking! They were bursting with enjoyment and relief.
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Some children are quite unsure of themselves, and for them, subtle things 

such as moving too close or moving too quickly can stop the laughter. If you 

see signs of fear, take a less forceful approach in order to keep the play safe. 

Slow your pace, bumble more often. A good listener will act helpless enough 

to be nonthreatening, but active enough to be interesting, and will keep his 

attention on how the child unfolds the issues.

In particular, don’t tickle. Tickling is not a!ectionate or helpful to children. A 

child being tickled is not in control at all, and it can be quite frightening 

because her laughter prevents her from saying she wants the tickling to stop. 

Many adults who were mercilessly tickled as children now find it difficult to 

relax while being physically close. We must not overwhelm children by tickling 

them or jabbing at them, even though laughter seems to be a result.

•  Tailor the strength of play to your child.

When children are very small, adults need to play a very helpless role to help 

them laugh. To elicit laughter when a toddler touches your shoulder, you 

collapse on the floor with a groan. As children grow in strength and 

self-assurance, they need fuller resistance and more of a contest to keep the 

laughter rolling. Young people who feel strong and competent will laugh

more fully if you put up a vigorous struggle before you are out-run or 

out-wrestled. They want to be tested but they still need to know that with 

you, they won’t lose.

Children, both girls and boys, love rough-and-tumble play, unless they have 

been made to feel weak or afraid. As play with laughter continues, a child 

builds courage and confidence. You will see that after fifteen or twenty 

minutes of allowing your child the upper hand she will play more boldly, more 

deftly than before. Your role in the play will need to change as your child’s 

initiative changes. It takes real skill to fine-tune your listening and attention to 

the details of her play, so she continues to be challenged in a way that sparks 

her interest and unleashes her laughter.

•  Don’t let your own issues intrude.

Sometimes, because of the issues we never resolved as children, we will tend 

to direct the play toward issues the child did not raise. Perhaps your child asks 

to be chased. The play is lively and full of giggles for awhile. Every time you 

reach for her, she gets away, laughing and pleased with herself. Then, for 

some reason, you begin to say “I’m the Monster from the Green Lagoon. 

Arrrgh!” You enjoy the play more as you smack your lips and make scary 

sounds, stomping through the house and breathing loudly. After a time, you 

notice her staring at you from a corner with a serious, frightened look. Oops! 
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The monster was your idea, and it made the play unsafe. Back to the chase 

your child designed.

It’s not easy to follow a child’s lead in play. We have our own preferences, and 

the issues our children choose to work on aren’t always ones we’re 

comfortable with. In fact, sometimes children will, with their marvelous 

intelligence, choose to explore kinds of play they know their parents don’t like. 

I think it’s their way of inviting us to broaden our horizons. For instance, my 

sons’ favorite laughing game for awhile was to have me lie on the carpet, with 

them standing high above me on the back of the sofa. One at a time, they 

would jump down, as if to land with both feet on my poor stomach. At the last 

split second, their feet would part, and they’d land on the floor instead. I 

would laugh and squirm and wonder loudly (and only half-jokingly) if

I was going to live. In the hundreds of jumps they took, they never hurt me. I 

figure they gave me lessons in bravery and trust that I would not have 

otherwise chosen. 

When you are uncomfortable with the play your child chooses, and there is no 

real danger involved, her laughter will begin to roll if you playfully exaggerate 

your discomfort. “Oh no! You’re going to jump from the sofa! Oh, 

please—you’re my only daughter! What if the mattress on the floor doesn’t 

save you! My precious girl! What about your beautiful knees! Your sweet 

forehead! Do you really have to jump?” If you create a cartoon of your worries, 

both you and your child will have a good laugh.

•  When a limit needs to be set (and the situation isn’t dangerous), try setting 

it playfully with Playlistening.

Children will test limits because they are tense, or because they are feeling 

separate from everyone. Playlistening can often dissolve this tension,

giving the child enough a!ection and contact to remind her that she belongs 

and is loved.

There are lots of playful, light-as-a-feather tones in which to say “No.” The 

trouble is, few of us ever heard these tones, and we can’t imagine a “No” 

without some threat or harshness behind it. Try experimenting with the pitch 

of your voice, your words, and some exaggerations of grown-up, serious “No” 

to see if you can discover your talent in this department. I like to use an 

exaggerated “Uh-oh! You’re in trouble now!” said with great a!ection, or a 

high-pitched “Oohhh! How could you do that!” in enthusiastic protest. You 

can chase slowly after the young o!ender, finally nuzzling her or pulling her 

into a vigorous cuddle. Always, with a humorous “No,” a!ection and playful 

contact should follow to bring the play to laughter and tension release

for the child. 
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The playful “No” addresses the tension that causes a child to test limits, and 

it communicates acceptance. It’s not the only appropriate response to a 

child who is testing, of course, but it’s a powerful builder of closeness and 

understanding. Adding the playful “No” to your relationship lets a child safely 

show you over and over again what forbidden things she would like to do, and 

to laugh the tension away. For example, as your child reaches for her brother’s 

prized robot, you swoop down, scoop her into your arms, and run jauntily with 

her into the next room. She laughs, wiggles away, and heads for the robot 

again. You catch her playfully just before she gets there. Over and over, she 

can laugh as she shows you how much she wants that special robot. You give 

her a!ection and vigorous contact instead.

Often, after such a playtime, a child can cry heartily in your arms about not 

wanting to play the game anymore—she really wants the forbidden item. 

Crying with you relieves more of the tension that has glued her desire onto 

something she can’t have. She’ll be free to remember pleasures other than 

that robot when her tears and laughter have restored her better judgment. 

Playlistening “No” can make your limit-setting duties much more interesting. 

The opportunity for creative problem-solving is greater when you have humor 

and lightness in your toolbox.

•  Put your dignity on the shelf and be active.

Children are reassured by adult enthusiasm. In Playlistening, you’ll almost 

always eventually be asked to play full-out. Trail around after your 

two-year-old on hands and knees (kneepads make this easier!). Let your 

ten-year-old chase you down the stairs. Run playfully screeching from the 

room when your fiveyear-old jumps out from behind the door to scare you. 

The more fully you can move, the more original your children will be as they 

make games that let them laugh and grow more confident. 



Healing Specific
Tensions with Playlistening

When you see that your child is caught in repetitive, isolating behavior, you may 

be able to use Playlistening to lift the tension that has trapped her. Children 

dangle repetitive behavior such as thumb-sucking and whining in front of us, 

hoping that we will help them. They would much rather play constructively, but 

they’ve fallen into a lonely little rut, and don’t know how to get themselves out. 

When you approach a child in a warm and playful manner, she often can use 

your attention to laugh her way back into contact with you, then into flexible 

play again.

For a child who is sucking her thumb with a blank gaze, a little Playlistening 

adds the warmth and contact she needs to help her engage in life again. Try 

playfully nuzzling her, nibbling her hair or her ears, or bouncing kisses up her 

tummy. She’ll stop sucking her thumb as soon as your invitation to play has 

been persistent enough. If her passivity covers some sadness, she may cry 

instead of laugh when you give her your active attention. But whether she goes 

for tears or for laughter, your unshakable a!ection will help her shed the 

tensions that keep her disengaged.

A whining child can also be nudged into healing tears or laughter if you bring 

her closeness and warmth in a playful way. We are sometimes tempted to mock 

a child who is whining—to whine back or deride her. This is not helpful. When 

your child is moaning helplessly “I wanna cooookie,” you can sidestep the 

request entirely, and instead address the fact that she is feeling far away. Look 

cheerfully at her and say “And I want a nibble of your ear,” and begin jauntily 

planting kisses up her arm toward her ear. Or, merrily scoop her up, hold her in 

your arms, and march through the house with her, chanting “We want a cookie! 

We want a cookie!” looking for the places where laughter can break through 

because you are being so silly.

In both examples above, you are approaching a child who feels out of kilter, 

and most importantly, out of touch with you. (Children can feel this way even in 

the midst of lots of adult attention.) You bounce into her world with a!ection 

and a light tone, searching for the giggle that will begin to rebuild her sense of 

closeness and belonging. What you do and say as you bounce doesn’t have to 

make much sense. It’s your a!ectionate, happy-go-lucky tone that will carry 
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the day. This is, for us, a much more interesting and independent way to 

respond to a child’s difficulty than the traditional “I want you to stop that right 

now.” A humorous response is, in a way, our refusal to climb into a child’s 

unhappy little rut with her. When we decide to respond with warmth, we reach 

for the little person we know and love. Often, we find her and create a good 

time for us both.

As you experiment with Playlistening, try inventing ways to help your child with 

specific fears, too. When you see that she’s afraid to learn to swim, you can 

snuggle up to her, give her an expectant look, touch your toe to the water at 

the edge of the pool, and kick your foot high with a frightened yelp. She’ll find a 

way to laugh, perhaps by forcing your foot back into the water, so you’ll kick 

and yelp again. If your child hides behind your skirt when introduced to a 

stranger, you can bend down and wrap the skirt around her, saying proudly 

“And this is Rebecca, in here somewhere.” She’ll laugh while you paw at her to 

try to “find” her. You and your child will figure out lots of ingenious ways to help 

her giggle away her fears. These activities will also keep you from the boredom 

of a staid and proper life.

One set of fears almost all children acquire involves name-calling. Once a child 

has been called a name in a scornful tone, the experience stays with her, 

annoying her like a pebble in her shoe. She doesn’t understand it. Why would 

anyone target her? What did they mean? Her way of trying to get help with it is 

to play the same hurt out at others, which usually gets her in trouble with Mom 

or Dad. You can use Playlistening to help.

If your child is calling her sister “doo-doo head,” you can playfully scurry into the 

room and, with warmth and a!ection, pummel her chest, saying “Oooooh! I 

heard you say that awful thing! That was a terrible thing to call your sister!” 

Keep your voice high and light, so she knows you aren’t at all angry. If she wants 

to work on namecalling, she’ll say  omething like “You’re a doo-doo head, too!” 

You can bounce up and down and yelp “I am not a doo-doo head! Oooooh, I’m 

going to get you now!” and move in for more pretend pummelling, which is 

actually a vigorous cuddle. The warmth and physical contact help your child 

feel safe enough to laugh and work through the tension she felt when others 

rejected her. She was probably too stunned to defend herself at the time. Your 

exaggerated protest now makes her laugh very hard. This laughter will reduce 

her urge to earnestly act out what was done to her. It will also keep her

from taking future insults so thoroughly to heart. Playing the a!ectionately 

insulted one works well to address other aggressive behaviors children acquire, 

too. A child can’t retain her urge to hurt for long if you’re playful and hunting for 

her giggles.
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Playlistening Provides
Access to Deeper Tensions

When a child has secured lots of laughter, she feels quite safe and loved. At this 

point, she will often spontaneously find a way to bring up deeper tensions she 

carries. She will become upset, sad or frustrated, usually about something 

insignificant. For instance, she’ll want her red sweater, which is in the wash, or 

she’ll need a pencil with the right kind of eraser. She feels safe enough now to 

trust you with those upsets that stand in her way of feeling entirely good

about her life. Wanting the red sweater or the right eraser lights a handy fuse 

which will soon ignite an old powder keg of feelings that don’t make sense, but 

won’t go away.

If you can stay close and supportive as the upset develops, not trying to 

placate her feelings or to “talk sense into her,” she’ll take the opportunity to 

tantrum or cry vigorously. These are the times that try parents’ souls. All this 

emotion lit by what seems to be a totally insignificant issue! But this outburst is 

a blessing in disguise. When she is finished she’ll have blasted away a heavy 

burden. She’ll feel relaxed, refreshed, and much closer to you than before. 

These long hearty cries enable a child to release the tensions that keep her 

afraid and inflexible in her approach to life. Playlistening won’t always result in 

ready access to deeper upsets. But when it does, remember that this, too, is 

part of the healing process you have initiated with humor and laughter.

More About
Setting Limits

After children have laughed away some of their lighter fears in active play, they 

sometimes ask for help with heavier fears they may carry. A child is asking for 

help with fear when, in the midst of wrestling and laughter, she intentionally 

elbows you hard in the ribs, or pinches your arm with a mean grimace. Your 
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child’s mood has tightened and she is suddenly out to hurt you or to damage 

something. It’s time to set reasonable limits. Let her know, in a matter-of-fact 

tone, that you won’t let her hurt you or do damage. “Sylvie, I won’t let you 

scratch me.” “Oops, Tanya! I can’t let you bang on the window with your foot.” 

Your limits can be mildly stated and totally e!ective at the same time, as long 

as you take responsibility for physically stopping the behavior that goes 

overboard. You shield yourself from her scratching hands. You hold her kicking 

foot away from the window.

When a child’s behavior goes beyond the boundaries of good sense, we usually 

expect her to listen to what we say and obey. She will almost never meet this 

expectation. She can’t. She is no longer thinking. She is showing us troubles she 

hopes we can fix. She wants help badly, so she keeps on trying to pinch or to 

kick the window, showing how mean she feels. If you tell her what you won’t 

allow, and then take gentle but firm responsibility for seeing that the limit is 

kept, she will often be able to let the underlying tensions bubble up to be 

worked away in laughter, tears, or the sweaty struggling that expels fear.

For instance, father and son have been wrestling and laughing, in good 

communication, for a long while. Suddenly, son kicks father hard. Father says 

“Whooah! That was too much! I don’t think I want any more of those!” in a 

friendly, level voice. Son tries again, and father catches his foot in midair. Son 

laughs a lot as he struggles to get his foot away. Father lets him go at last, and 

they tussle with laughter. After a minute or two, son turns serious, tries to kick 

again, and father captures his foot between his legs. Son’s mood is tightening. 

He is becoming more determined to hurt father. Some feelings of anger and 

alienation are coming to the fore. Soon, son can’t laugh any more. His angry 

feelings have engulfed him. Father stays close, as gentle as he can be while 

protecting himself. Son tries repeatedly to kick, but father won’t let go of his 

feet. If he did, he would get hurt. Father says “I can’t let you hurt me. If I let go, 

you’re going to kick me hard, so I think I’d better hold onto your feet for now. I 

won’t hurt you, son.” If father is kind enough as he reaches for his angry son, his 

child will begin to cry hard, tremble and perspire. He’ll have the safety he needs 

to work through this upset that makes him feel mean and hurtful.

There is much more to be said about handling our children’s deeper fears. If 

your child brings up hurtful behavior in the midst of play, it will help you to read 

Healing Children’s Fears, Crying and Reaching for Your Angry Child, published 

by Hand in Hand. The important point here is that Playlistening may lead your 

child to request help with hurtful behavior. You will need to set limits when this 

happens. Your choices are basically to stay with your child as she works through 

her heavier upset, or to stop Playlistening as soon as o!-track behavior starts, 
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and get out the baseball mitts, the milk and sandwiches, or the color crayons. If 

you choose to sidestep your child’s request for help because you are not yet 

ready to handle her fears, rest assured that she won’t give up. Children are very 

persistent in their attempts to get help with their troubles.

Challenges
and Rewards

Playlistening is good for us, too. To do it we have to train ourselves to bounce a 

little, clown a little. In play, we have a good antidote to  the worries and cares 

that can sour adult life. Children are experts at relieving their tensions through 

laughter. If you follow your child’s lead, you’ll have a master teacher who will be 

delighted to help you remember to laugh and play.

Most parents can learn this and other listening skills more easily with the help of 

listening partnerships and parent resource groups. These opportunities to 

connect with other parents and to focus on our relationships with our children 

can help change parenting from an endurance feat to the rewarding endeavor 

we hoped it would be.




